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o Weekly Summary
We mainly continued our research and designs after getting specific information from an
industry contact. Calculated qualitative information from this. We have a lot of solid pieces
being put together, including the types/brand of panels to use, the inverter, and how to
connect these. Our emphasis going forward will be finding what type of battery storage we
would like to use and how to use the software to model our design.

o Past week accomplishments

● Isaac: Made progress with acquiring software that we can use to simulate our design.
Began learning how to use it and applying it to our design.

● Adam: Created a new, detailed solar panel layout for the building we are planning to use.
I also started on a wiring plan for connecting the panels, including calculations for
voltage, current, output power, and began checking if our chosen inverter will be
compatible with the current 176kW plan.

● Hannah: Looked into specific inverters that could be used in our project. Evaluated one in
particular that might end up being the one we use. Additionally, researched the
requirements for connecting a microgrid solar installation such as ours to the main power
grid of Puerto Rico.

● Manuel: Conducted research on specific locations that will be viable for installations and
variations such as ours. Began evaluating these locations for total potential generation if
our design was able to be applied to them all (with slight variations).

● Larry: Conducted research on solutions for cybersecurity for our design. We will need to
secure all switchgear against both physical and cyber threats.



o Individual contributions

Name Individual Contributions

(Quick list of contributions. This should be

short.)

Hours for

(2) weeks

Hours

cumulative

Adam Curtis Rooftop layout design 10 74

Hannah Nelson Research on inverters, microgrid connection 10 74

Isaac Buettner Gained access to software, learning to use it. 10 57

Larry Trinh Research on cybersecurity, safety for our design 10 58

Manuel Perez Compiling list of potential locations, calculating
potential output.

10 58

o Plans for the upcoming week

● Isaac: Continue working with software, simulate our design.

● Adam: Create wiring schematic for our design, verify inverters will work with our design,
and find battery charging hardware that will also work.

● Hannah: Work with Larry to find a cybersecurity solution that will be compatible with our
design. Find information about potential battery backup suppliers.

● Manuel: Complete list of potential locations that could work with our design and finalize
calculations for total potential output and how much these installations could offset the
fossil fuel powered grid that currently exists in PR.

● Larry: Work with Hannah to find a cybersecurity solution that will be compatible with
our design. Find standards related to safety of the switchgear.

Summary of biweekly advisor meeting

We meet with Professor Dalal every other Monday. This week we presented to Professor Dalal a
Powerpoint including all of our progress laid out in this report in more detail, including our research,
functions of the software we are using, calculations, and our rooftop layout design. Below are a few
slides from our presentation.






